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Executive Summary 
Long before the next generation of hardware arrives, entire ecosystems of architects, hardware 

designers, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), Independent Hardware Venders (IHVs), 

Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) and software developers are using hardware simulators to 

develop and test software, such as compilers, device drivers, and other application software.   

 

In our own practices, we have experienced a learning ramp to adopt a hardware simulator and 

integrate it into our own development and validation process. In this article, we address this challenge 

by pursuing a container strategy that enables:   

• a fast virtual platform set-up,  

• smooth reproduction of a Wind River Simics® simulation setup,  

• facilitate collaboration across virtual platform users, and 

• facilitate virtual platform use on non-dedicated hardware 

We share insights gleaned from exploring this elastic container strategy.  

We describe a scalable architecture for rolling out this technology for broader consumption by way of 

a shared registry of containerized images and searchable meta-data. 

Intel uses Wind River Simics® (hereafter, Simics) to simulate X86 hardware, so we will use Simics as our 

virtual platform technology. We illustrate how and where following a Simics container approach 

improves the general Simics workflow. We illustrate the concepts by working through a concrete 

example of an entire setup and running of a real workload that would find use in the Automated 

Vehicle (AV) industry and pointing the way to new verticals that would benefit from adoption of 

Simics. We conclude by outlining and discussing the potentially far reaching impact of organization 

wide adoption of a Simics containerized workflow and some of challenges that would be expected. . 
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Simulated worlds 
Simics  
 

Simics (Wind River Simics®, 2014) is a hardware simulation tool that is invaluable to software and 

system developers, architects, and test engineers when working on solutions for hardware systems 

that are not generally available.    

 

Simics is a proven technology across use-cases, (Windriver, 2015) (Windriver, 2017). At Intel, Simics 

has proven to be indispensable as part of a “shift-left” strategy (Wind River , 2016) (Intel Developer 

zone, 2018) to validate functional Silicon, reducing time to market.  In this whitepaper, we discuss how 

Simics workflow enhancements may unleash even greater benefits.  

 

In the following sections, we will start by introducing a classification of the various types of Simics 

users based on where in the compute stack they predominantly spend their time to allow for a more 

nuanced approach to talk about the Simics workflows of “typical Simics users”.  We will then walk 

through the various stages of a full Simics user workflow as it is used today. We subsequently talk 

about the two technologies, Simics and containers, using Docker* containers (Docker, n.d.). 1. Docker is 

one of the leading containerization technologies and we use it here for our demonstration of using 

Simics with container technology. In our demonstration of a container-based Simics workflow, we 

shall use a ROS* (Robot Operating System) application (Foundation, n.d.) as our workload as this is a 

workload of growing interest in the light of the push to get to level 5 fully autonomous vehicles. We 

will then talk about effects of containerization on the overall Simics workflow, performance of the 

Simics setup and point out security considerations users adopting this container based approach 

would have to keep in mind when using it. We then walk through what an organization wide 

implementation of this workflow would look like and some of the compelling gains expected to 

benefit the Simics user community. Finally, some further considerations and future work are 

suggested to expand on the work already done here and mention more aspects of a Simics 

containerized approach that would merit further investigation. 

 

 

 

Profiling a Simics User 
To be able to talk about Simics workflows, it helps to understand a little bit about the various types of 

Simics users. As the Simics virtual platform is a full system functional simulator that can run the entire 

compute stack on the simulated hardware of its target systems, the range of uses for it is limited only 

by the imagination of the user. For the purposes of being able to talk about specific use cases and 

users, we can broadly categorize Simics users into four categories depending on where in the 

computation stack they mostly concern themselves with. This is illustrated in Figure 1 below. 

 

                                                        
1 1. Containers trace back to dotCloud’s development of a Docker image for containerization.  Our use of the 

‘container’ may occasionally be interchanged with just the term ‘Docker’ or refer to ‘Docker* containers’. 
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Figure 1:  Levels of a Simics target compute stack. 

 

 

Referring to Figure 1, we can talk about a Simics user as being a level 0, 1, 2 or 3 Simics user where 

level-n roughly correlates to the four broad levels of the typical compute stack. Moving from bottom 

to top in the depicted Simics Intel target system: 

 

Level-0 is the hardware level or, in our case, the simulated hardware. A level-0 Simics user primarily 

focuses on the target hardware and may be an IP Architect, a model builder or validation engineer. 

This user has intimate knowledge of the target hardware or specialized knowledge about one or more 

hardware IP’s. 

 

Level-1 denotes the firmware that sits on the target hardware and is in direct intimate contact with the 

registers of the various hardware IP’s on this system. A level-1 Simics user concerns herself with 

Simics functional models that are targeted by the firmware she develops. This long list includes 

firmware running on IP such as the Power Management Controller, Security Engine, Power Thermal 

Unit and indeed Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI). Such a user will have intimate 

knowledge of the functional modules of the IP of interest and a typical use for Simics here would be 

to test the functional validity of the IP block and its firmware. This is where the majority of Simics 

users fall.  

 

Level-2 represents users working at the operating system level of the software stack. A level-2 Simics 

user is any user that is primarily concerned with operating system development, writing of kernel level 

drivers and utilities and anything to do with the plumbing of the operating system that will be making 

use of the underlying hardware via the firmware layer. As was the case with the level below them, a 

level-2 Simics user might use a Simics virtual target to develop and validate the functional behavior of 

system level software on new targets that haven’t yet materialized in silicon.   
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At the very top of this entire stack is where we find the level-3 Simics user. The level-3 Simics user 

could be an application developer, a validation engineer, anyone simply needing to test whether or 

not a workload runs as expected on the full software stack or perhaps a little more involved like an 

engineer looking to run a multitude of user level applications to collect traces that can be analyzed 

and fed back to hardware architects to better inform hardware development.  

 

Of course there will be users who work across more than one level and even those who may need to 

routinely span all the levels. One such user, for instance, might be a power management engineer or 

validation engineer who may need to know about the various sleep states supported by the operating 

system down to the level of what power management features the UEFI or BIOS (Basic Input Output 

System) layer exposes to the operating system and even lower down to the particular IP’s and their 

firmware that control power usage on the platform. This involves being able to trace the arc of the 

power control flow from the hardware and firmware involved in controlling power to the Advanced 

Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) tables handed over to the operating system. The ability to 

effectively debug or validate power flow therefore involves being able to trace a given issue through 

all the levels of the compute stack.  

 

A further categorization we will add is the Simics power user. We consider the Simics power user to be 

any Simics users, level-0-3, that have used Simics often enough that they now have a well-established 

Simics workflow.  The Simics power user understand Simics well enough (with regards to their own 

problem space) to be able to resolve most Simics usage issues that arise in their routine work with 

Simics. They will usually only have to contact the Simics team for technical support for particularly 

tricky issues. As such, we may refer to this Simics user as a level-0-3 Simics power user.  

 

The above user profile categorization lets us talk, in general terms, about a specific Simics use case 

and the associated Simics user profile. By doing so, we gain better insight into the likely Simics 

workflow that a particular user may encounter. This will then enable us to better determine which 

category of Simics user would benefit (and in what manner) from adopting a container strategy and to 

what extent. 

 

Today’s Simics workflow 
With the categorization of Simics users outlined in the previous section, we now begin to talk about 

what a typical Simics workflow looks like for each of these four categories.  The general desired 

outcome of the Simics workflow* is to eventually have the setup shown in Figure 2  below. 
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Figure 2:  Simics providing simulation environment to run Simics target 

 

Broadly speaking, we can talk of the four phases of the generalized Simics workflow:  

 

1. the Installation phase,  

2. Simics target Setup phase 

3.  Workload Setup phase. 

4. Run, Test and Debug phase 

 

The workflows for each of these four phases are illustrated in Figure 3 through Figure 6    

respectively, all of which are read left to right.  
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Simics workflow phase I: Installation 
 

 
Figure 3:  Simics workflow phase I: Installation. 

 

*Simics base models are developed by the Simics Intel team and any other third parties with 

modelling experience who create various ‘Add-on’ packages representing various IPs or targets. These 

models are made available to users through a central Simics repository accessed either online or 

supplied directly to customers requesting them. For the general Simics user, the Install phase, Error! 

Reference source not found., involves downloading the required Simics base package and any other 

packages that would be required. Certain IP’s may need to be sourced from providers other than the 

core Simics team. A separate decryption Key is required to install the Simics base package and any 

other required add-on packages. One of these ‘add-ons’ packages would be the Simics Intel target the 

user intends to work with. 
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Simics workflow phase II: Simics Target Setup 
 

Figure 4:  Simics workflow phase II: Simics Target setup. 

 

Once Simics has been installed, the next phase of the workflow is the Simics target setup depicted in 

Figure 4. This usually involves sourcing various IP firmware, Unified Extensible Firmware Interface 

(UEFI) image, or a hard disk image in the form of Simics proprietary compressed file format called 

Compressed Random Access File Format (CRAFF) which would have a pre-installed operating system. 

If no preinstalled operating system image can be found, one would have to be created from scratch 

by any number of ways one of which could be to get an International Standard Organization (ISO) 

image of Ubuntu* and run the install process by inserting it as virtual Compact Disc Read-Only 

Memory (CD-ROM) into the chosen Simics target once it is supplied with all the firmware it needs to 

get far along enough in the boot phase to start an installation from the ISO image. The process of 

acquiring all these images depends on how efficient an organization is setup to enable engineers to 

have quick and easy access to them. The search for appropriate operating system images can 

sometimes take more than a few days for groups that may not be savvy enough to quickly create their 

own and this can hinder a quick setup by more than a couple of days or even up to  a week in some 

cases. The desired end goal of this phase is to have a fully functional bootable Simics Intel target. 
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Simics workflow phase III: Workload setup 
 

Figure 5:  Simics workflow phase III: Workload setup. 

 

 

Once a target is bootable the next phase, Figure 5, would involve installing a workload to run on the 

target operating system. This can be as straight forward as using any one of the available Simics 

utilities or features, virtual CD-ROM, USB, network or a utility for controlling and communicating with 

the target from the Simics console called the Simics agent (A utility for communicating and controlling 

the Simics target system programmatically). Having moved the install binary onto the Simics target, an 

engineer would then simply execute it or walk through the installation instructions for that particular 

binary if it involves more than just running an executable to use it. On the other hand, there are more 

complex setups that may require a more elaborate setup process and can take anywhere from just 

under an hour to a couple of days to get these workloads installed and working. More demanding 

scenarios which require replicating a complex Simics setup with a non-trivial workload may take up to 

a week for a support engineer to replicate the whole setup for debugging purposes as discussed in 

the following phase IV section. 
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Simics workflow phase IV: Run, Test, Debug 
 

Figure 6:  Simics Workflow phase IV: Run, test Debug. Occasionally involves replication. 

 

The final phase, if the use case requires a user to come this far, is the run, test and debug phase 

shown in Figure 6. At its simplest, this phase consists of running the installed workload and checking 

to see it fits the requirements of the functional tests outlined for it. Failure to meet requirements 

results in a debug retest cycle that may cost substantial man-hours if it is a complex setup. A potential 

and not uncommon time sink is when help or support is to resolve the issue and other engineers have 

to replicate the setup to debug on their own machines. As mentioned before, this can take as much as 

a week or more for certain setups. Once a working setup is finally obtained after however many cycles 

of testing, debugging and replication of setups we can consider this the end point for our generalized 

Simics workflow.  

 

 

 

Simics User type and Workflow 
Having laid out a generalized Simics workflow, we can now discuss how each type of Simics user 

experiences the workflow. All Simics user types 0-3 have to go through phase I of the workflow which 

is identifying, getting and installing relevant Simics packages to get a working simulation environment 

up and running. All Simics user types 0-3 go through phase II, target setup. Levels 0-1 Simics users 

are often not interested in anything above the UEFI level of the compute stack and would therefore 

usually stop short of  installing a full operating system and let alone setting up workloads to run on it. 

They would therefore go straight to the run, test debug stage of phase IV. Level 2 Simics users would 

have to get to the point of having a usable operating system working before they can move to the run 

debug test cycle of phase IV Level 3 Simics users need to go through the entire compute stack setup 

from target through UEFI, firmware, operating system and the user level application of interest they 

would like to run on the operating system before they can move onto phase IV of the workflow, i.e. 

run, test debug cycle. As Simics provides virtual hardware with functional models for engineers, the 

majority of its users are currently level 0-1 Simics users who work closer to hardware.  
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In the subsequent sections, we show how modifications to parts of the general Simics workflow, as a 

result of adopting a container strategy, would be of benefit both to the Simics power user and to the 

less experienced or even first-time Simics user2. 

 

The potential benefits of this container-based workflow modification are: 

• Simics power users of all levels 0-3 will spend less time working through specific branches or 

arms of the general Simics workflow; 

• Current  and prospective Simics users will experience a reduction or elimination of known pain 

points in the general Simics workflow; 

• All Simics users will experience improved application installations on a Simics target3;     

• Improved ease of replicating a setup and sharing and the reduced time to get through the 

Simics workflow; and, 

• Users that have only an intermittent need for Simics will also find it easier to just run Simics as 

an application requiring close to no setup to get up and running.  

 

 

 

A tale of two Technologies 
Before we move onto containerizing Simics we take a closer look at the two technologies: Simics and 

Docker containers. We do not discuss every technology feature and instead focus on those features, 

that when combined, will help us achieve the goal of improving the previously discussed Simics 

workflow for the different Simics user types. 

 

Simics 
Simics (Windriver Simics) is a full-system simulation platform used for running unmodified binaries in 

a fast, deterministic, and controllable way, providing an ideal environment for early software 

development and testing when hardware is expensive, rare, inconvenient to use or non-existent 

(Windriver Simics). Simics avails its users many capabilities such as: system visibility and control, 

scalability, reverse execution, scripting and automation, source code debug and ability to perform 

fault injection, and target state preservation via check-pointing.  What the latter capability means is 

that Simics has a mechanism that enables the entire state of any target (fully simulated machine) 

running in its simulation environment to be saved. This is called check-pointing and the resulting 

saved image is what is referred to as a Simics checkpoint. Thus, a Simics checkpoint contains the state 

of the target, such as: system memory, hard disk, register states across all target IPs on the target 

system, and, much more 

 

However, a Simics checkpoint image does not contain the setup of the base Simics package, all the 

add-on packages needed to run the target, or any variables used at the Simics command line at the 

time it was saved. This simulation environment setup would have to be recreated by anyone else 

wanting to run this checkpoint on a different machine and thus it is usually recommended that the 

Simics package versions match those of the setup in which the checkpoint was saved to avoid any 

                                                        
2 The less experienced Simics user often does not use Simics often enough to establish a familiar workflow and 

to understand Simics well enough to be more efficient and independent when working with it.  
 
3 To be clear, Simics users will still need to go through the learning curve of understanding what Simics is and 

how to use it.  Documentation and tutorials already cover this. 
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potential issues arising from differences in package version numbers.  We will address this setup issue 

in later sections as we dive deeper into containers and workflow improvements. 

 

 

Docker* Containers 
A container image is a lightweight, stand-alone, executable package of a piece of software that 

includes all dependencies required to run: code, runtime, system tools, system libraries, settings 

(Docker, n.d.).  Docker uses the concepts of cgroups (cgroups) and namespaces (Namespaces) to 

virtualize a process. So a “containerized” thread has its own portion of the hosts’ kernel resources 

assigned to it and takes only what it needs to run and nothing more. This substantially reduces the 

runtime foot print of a Docker container as compared to a typical virtual machine which requires a 

whole Guest operating system. A container, Error! Reference source not found., requires that the host 

it’s running on have the Docker Engine installed on it.   

Figure 7:  Application (APP) running in a container on Docker* engine on host operating system. 

 

So for any given application, APP, in Figure 8 below, an engineer can run it on a Guest operating 

system running on a Virtual Machine on the host, run it in a container, or just run it directly on the host 

operating system. Containerizing the same application, APP, would not require an entire kernel of its 

own by simply using only parts of the host kernel required to execute the application. As mentioned 

earlier this requires a Docker is installed on the target host therefore adding a thin layer of complexity 

as the price for host operating system independence. One could also run the same application, APP, 

directly installed on the host as most applications are currently run and installed. 
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Figure 8:  Three ways application, APP, can be run on given host; 1. In a Guest operating system on a virtual machine, 

2. As a containerized application and 3. Directly on host operating system. 

 

 

A marriage of two Technologies 
 

Combining Docker and Simics  
What combining the Simics and Docker technologies translates to is that Simics can be “Dockerized” 

or “containerized”.  This means that we can use the Docker framework to pull a minimal officially-

supported Operating System (OS) from the Docker registry (Docker Hub), say Ubuntu* 16.04 LTS 

(Long Term Support), and install the dependencies on top of this base Ubuntu layer.  This process is 

done by using the Docker Daemon to essentially compile a declarative style file called a “Dockerfile”  
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Figure 9:  Docker image compiled from a Dockerfile. Docker Image used to instantiate containers. 

 

The Dockerfile compiles to a Docker image, Figure 9 , and specifically, in our case, a Simics Docker 

image or just Simics container image. The terminology can get a little muddled at times so a good way 

to distinguish “container” and “image” is to think of the image as the template for instantiating 

containers. If we think about the software programming Object Oriented (OO) concept of a  class that 

is used to instantiate any number of objects, we can thus think of the Docker image being used to 

instantiate containers. A container can then be thought of as the runtime image. 

 

A containerized Simics setup complete with target Simics target system would then look as depicted 

in Figure 10 below. 
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Figure 10:  A Simics container running on Docker Enginer. 

 

Simics Checkpoint image versus Simics Container Image. 
One issue that my need some clarification is the distinction between what is known as a Simics 

checkpoint image and what we are calling a Simics container image. When we talk about a Simics 

checkpoint image, this is a snapshot of the state of the target image as illustrated below in Figure 11.  

 

 
Figure 11:   Saving a Simics target state by checkpointing. 

 

A Simics checkpoint does not save anything found in the simulation environment such as Simics 

Command Line Interface variables used during the simulation. Only the state of the target system is 

saved and this includes everything on the target that has state to speak of such as registers of all IP 
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blocks, hard disk contents, and system memory. It is also possible to pull out individual images from 

this saved checkpoint such as the hard disk image complete with the operating system that was 

installed on it.  

 

When we refer to a Simics container image, this is the image that results from building an image from 

a file known as a Dockerfile,Figure 12 .  

 

 
Figure 12:  Simics container image built from Dockerfile and encapsulates simulation environment. 

 

The Dockerfile contains instructions on how to build a Docker* image. It is in this file that a minimal 

operating system is added, on top of which all Simics packages required to run a Simics target and 

any shared binaries required to enable this simulation environment are declared. Building this image 

results in a Simics container image complete with the full simulation environment that a target would 

need to run. It is not saving the contents of a target but rather the simulation environment needed to 

run a Simics target.  

Thus on the one hand we can talk of saving a Simics target as a checkpoint and the result is an image 

that doesn’t include the simulation environment. We can also talk about a Simics container image 

which encapsulates and packages the simulation environment in one portable image. 

 

Inherited properties 
Simics already has the concept of saving the state of a target system known as “check-pointing” as 

mentioned earlier. When a Simics session is “check-pointed”, only the target state is saved. The Simics 

simulation environment itself isn’t saved and cannot be passed on to another engineer other than 

passing on the list of Simics package numbers and versions for the second engineer to replicate the 

Simics setup before running this saved checkpoint.  Containerization offers a means of capturing the 

full simulation environment itself. Furthermore, containerization imparts to Simics the properties 

illustrated below in Figure 13 below,     
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Simics containers
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Figure 13:  Properties of containerized Simics setup. 

  

Containerization can be likened to the wearing of cloak that imparts specific powers to the wearer, the 

cloak in this metaphor being the container and the wearer here being Simics.  

We now elucidate further on each of the properties acquired by Simics when it is run in a container: 

 

Scalability: Containers are at home in cloud environment, and individual containers can be spun up 

or down on demand depending on need and use case. This has interesting implications for 

continuous integration (CI), for example - any CI workflow (e.g. UEFI development and testing) that is 

refactored in a server farm would be able to simply use a containerized Simics instance like a 

disposable application that can be swapped in and out and having the ability to have any number of 

instances launched as there resources on the host.  

 

Immutability: Each layer of a Container image is immutable. Any changes or extensions to these 

layers are written on top of them as a new layer, so that underlying layers are never changed. Once an 

application has been containerized, there is no need to worry about what it takes to reinstall a specific 

version of a Simics setup that requires specific package dependencies and may or may not work 

exactly the same on a different major version between a given OS such as Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and 

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. You can maintain multiple clearly-defined and reusable Simics setups that are 

known to work, and use them as needed.   

 

Low resource utilization: Containers encapsulate the target application with only the minimal 

resources required to run an application. Only the minimal set of host kernel resources are assigned 

to a specific container so it can run the containerized application. There is no need to install 

superfluous applications or utilities that have nothing to do with the target application. 

 

Host independence:  Regardless what host a Simics user has, as long as they have the Docker engine 

running, they should be able to run any containerized Simics application (at least on any Linux* for a 

Linux-based container and any Windows* for a Windows-based container). As use of Docker spreads, 
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this platform independence will only improve by leaps and bounds across non-Linux hosts as is 

already happening.  

 

Portability: Docker images can be quite small and easy to share provided one doesn’t try to pack so 

much functionality into one container. Because Docker images already come with a means of 

uploading and sharing, you effectively have portable images that are easy to share from one host to 

the next. At the very least it should also be noted that setups can be shared not only as actual images, 

but as Dockerfiles that are used to just rebuild the image on another engineers desktop. 

 

Reduced operating cost: It is pretty evident that reclaiming time spent wrestling with environment 

setup can be a big time saver, whether setting up for the first time or trying to replicate a customer’s 

buggy setup by first replicating their environment. Instead of every engineer going through a setup 

process with all the resulting variety, use of container images means that every engineer can benefit 

from the effort expended by one engineer in creating an image. The work of one engineer goes much 

further benefiting other engineers who no longer have to work through the setup themselves.  This is 

of course on top of the resource saving you get especially in cloud environments due to the smaller 

footprint and easier ability to, deploy, maintain and orchestrate containers.  This is specifically 

applicable to uses of Simics that involve continuous integration.  

 

 

The many ways of skinning the cat 
Containerizing Simics gives us options on how we choose to work with Simics and what kind of 

containerized approach to the workflow is used. The choice of workflow will depend on which 

category, level 0-3 Simics user type the respective engineer is. 

Along with the usual way of running Simics directly on a host, containerization offers at least three 

more ways an engineer might want to set Simics up to use containers, see Figure 14. 
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Figure 14:  Three possible ways of using container technology to run a Simics setup. 

 

Referring to Figure 14 these are; 

1.  Work with Simics as a standalone Simics Docker image which once instantiated runs as a 

single Simics container application, 

 

2. Use Simics the usual way and get around complex workload install issues, level-3 of the 

compute stack on a Simics Intel target, by running the Docker* Engine on the Simics target 

itself. All one would need to do next  would be to upload the containerized workload onto the 

target and run it via the Docker Engine on the Simics target; and,  

 

3. Eliminate all requirements of setup and environment issues by running both Simics and 

workloads as containers, with the workload running on a Simics target’s Docker Engine and the 

Simics Container itself running on the hosts Docker Engine.  

 

 

As the aim is to containerize Simics so the whole run environment is included, our interest is in 

demonstrating how to run and setup configurations 1 and 3 of Figure 14.  Setup 1 would be the 

obvious choice for any level-0 and level-1 Simics users running system software that’s “close to bare 

metal”. Options 2 and 3 would be the choice for any engineers interested in running workloads at 

level-3 in the Simics target stack.  As option 3 of these possible configurations encompasses both 
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options 1 and 2, we shall go about demonstrating a Simics container workflow that aims to run 

exactly this type of configuration.  

 

 

Show me: A Robot Operating System workload 
To demonstrate the process of containerizing Simics and running a workload, we shall use a simple 

ROS* (ROS webpage, n.d.) (Robot Operating System) application. We will run the setup with a ROS 

application in the light of the fact that ROS is currently already used by a wide and thriving Robotics 

community whose many years of experience creating intelligent agents able to navigate the real world 

may potentially find even wider usage in the several trillions of dollars predicted market (Strategy 

Analytics, 2017) for AV’s (Autonomous Vehicles) amongst other use cases.  ROS is a natural choice for 

a realistic workload that offers a modularized operating system that has matured in the robot 

engineering space and therefore addresses or solves a lot of the same issues AV’s will encounter in 

navigating their environments. The setup we will step through below will target the potential use case 

of running ROS on a Simulated Intel hardware platform.  

 

The setup was performed on an Intel system with the specifications shown in Table 2 below. 

 

System Specifications                                      Description 

Operating System 4. 15. 0-36-genric 39~16. 04. 1- Ubuntu x86 64 GNU/Linux. 

Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2320 CPU @ 3.00GHz x 4. 

System Memory SODIMM synchronous 1333 MHz (0.5ns) x 4, 20GiB. 

Hard drive ATA Disk, Seagate SSD ST3500413AS, 500 GB. 

Table 2: System Setup. 

  The following subsequent sections will provide an outline of what the full process of running a ROS* 

application on a Simics target running in a Containerized Simics simulation environment might look 

like. The targeted full setup that will be the final result is the fully running ROS application as depicted 

below in Figure 15   
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Figure 15:  Full setup of a ROS application running on a Simics Intel target that’s running in a 

containerized Simics simulation environment.  

Building the Simics Docker Image 
As noted previously, a Docker image is built from a “Dockerfile”. Each line of the Dockerfile is a 

command with a capitalized keyword recognized by the Docker Engine when it builds the Docker 

image from the Dockerfile. Each of these commands in the Dockerfile contributes towards the 

contents of the final container with certain commands triggering the creation of a new image layer 

built on top of the preceding layer. A Dockerfile uses certain keywords to execute commands that 

build the layers that go towards a Docker image. Some of these key words result in a new layer being 

created on top of a previous later. The right hand side of Figure 16 below illustrates an image being 

built layer by layer growing downwards with an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS being used as the base image on 

which the rest of the layers are built. 
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FROM ubuntu:16.04

RUN apt-get update  && \

    apt-get install -y \

    libelf-dev \

        x11-common \  ...

COPY simics.lic proxies.cfg  run-

simics-target.simics   /home/root/

simics-ws/ ...

# Install Simics and 

RUN python ./simics-pkgs-5.py 

--cfg=simics-pkgs-5.cfg \

--simics-dir=/opt/simics/simics-5 \

--license=./simics.lic \                              

--temp-dir=./  &&\  ...

.

.

.

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS

Dependencies

Required collateral

Simics Installation

Simics workspace

Docker Image LayersDockerfile

CONTAINER IMAGE

Simics 

Build Dockerfile

 
Figure 16:  Layers of a Docker image built from lines in a Dockerfile. 

 

 

Stepping through the Dockerfile 
The usual practice when filling in a Dockerfile is to start by specifying a base image on top of which 

everything else is built. The base image we start with in our Dockerfile is Ubuntu 16.04 the code 

snippet for which is shown below:  
 

       : 

 

Any arguments that would be needed either as environment variables or build time variables are 

declared as follows 
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In the above lines we would like to make sure the script isn’t hard coded to install a specific version of 

Simics but that the desired version can be passed to it as a build time argument. 

 

Next, we need to install any dependencies and this is done with the keyword RUN followed by the 

command one would normally issue at the Ubuntu terminal to update and install any binary 

dependencies, ‘apt-get’: 

 

 
 

There are many ways to proceed as to how we decide to implement the installation process in our 

Dockerfile. Here, we opt to go the way of using a Python* script to automatically install specified 

Simics packages by reaching out to the Simics packages download site and selecting the appropriate 

base and add-on packages. First we create some directories we expect Simics to make use of: 

 

 
   

We then switch into the “../simics-ws/” directory                                        

 

 
 

and copy any collateral needed including scripts, licenses and packages  
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: 

 

Then “source” the proxies file and change current directory to our previously created install 

directory 

 

 

     

In the following lines of the Dockefile, a Python Simics installation script called “simics-pkgs-5.py” is 

used to install Simics packages listed in a configuration file called “simics-pkgs-5.cfg and the Simics 

packages are to be installed in the directory “/opt/simics/simics-5” with a Simics license file passed to 

the argument “--license”. This particular Simics install script is designed to reach out to a server that 

hosts all the Simics packages, it searches for the latest releases, downloads them, and proceeds to 

install Simics in the specified location placing the supplied Simics license file in the location Simics 

expects to find it once installation is complete. 

Continuing in this manner the entire Simics installation process is scripted right to the point of setting 

up a Simics workspace or project space as shown below: 

 
 

Clean up any items that won’t be needed after installation is complete to keep final image size down 

and copy the license file to a location Simics can find later when launched. 

 

 
 

 

Next, change into the “simics-project” folder and copy the Simics target script into it. 
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: 

 

Set the Command you want to run with the CMD key word when the Simics container is launched. For 

our basic run we just want to run the Simics native GUI. 

 

 
 

 

Build the Simics Docker Image 
Once done with creation of this Dockerfile all that remains is to build it. Build success requires that 

proxy settings if any, such as when running behind a corporate firewall, are correctly set. Alternatively, 

proxy definitions can be provided in a “proxies.cfg” file and the build executed as follows:  

 
$ cd simics-contianers-howto 

 

$ source proxies.cfg 

 

$ export DOCKER_PROXY_BUILD_ARGS="--build-arg https_proxy=$https_proxy \ 

                                   --build-arg http_proxy=$http_proxy \ 

                                   --build-arg no_proxy=$no_proxy" 

 

Build the Simics Docker image passing the build command the desired Simics base version, the proxy 

arguments defined in the previous snippet of code and tag your image, here tagged as 

“Simics_gui_v1:latest”. Be careful not to forget the period at the end of this entire command 
 

 

 

$ sudo docker build --no-cache  \ 

                    --build-arg simics_base_ver="<5.X.XXX>" \ 

                      $DOCKER_PROXY_BUILD_ARGS  -t  simics_gui_v1:latest . 

 

A successful build should yield the image, “simics_gui_v1: latest”, in the code snippet above. Check 

that the image exists on your host by running the command 

 
$ docker image ls 

 

This command lists all the images that exist on your local Docker image repository.  You can build as 

many images as you like from the same Dockerfile updating the version label with every 

consequential change to the built image. Thus if you wind up having version 4 as the final image 

you’re satisfied with, you may label and tag it as “simics_gui_v4: latest”. Viewing the list of images on 

your host would reveal images with labels such as “<none>”. You can do some housekeeping here by 

removing any of intermediate Docker images that might have been generated during the build 

process with the command,  

 
$ docker system prune 
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Running the Simics container 
To run a Simics container, you can simply instantiate a container from the previously built image by 

running the command   

 
$ docker run -it --volume=$(pwd):/home/simics/simics-ws simics_gui_v4:latest  

 

Here we have used the “--volume” flag to mount a host directory, “$(pwd)” or current working 

directory, onto the launched Simics Docker images filesystem as the path “/home/simics/simics-ws” in 

the containers operating system Ubuntu* 16.04 LTS. This way, any images required by a Simics target 

such as UEFI, Firmware or the target operating system CRAFF file, would be rendered visible in the 

containers mount ( MNT) namespace. What you should see after running this command is the Simics 

prompt ready to take Simics commands as input.  

 

 
Figure 17:  Running a Simics container at the host console terminal. 

 

 

 

Matryoshka Nesting Dolls 
 

Run a workload on Containerized Simics Target 
The next step now is to setup and run a ROS workload running in a container of its own, running on a 

Simics target that has the Docker engine installed on it. The Simics Intel target itself will be running in 

the simulation environment provided by Simics which itself is containerized and running on a Docker 

Engine installed on the host. Before we move to containerizing Simics, we can start by just running it 

directly on the host and focusing on creating a CRAFF image with Docker Engine and ROS workload 

running as expected. We can then use this setup to save the hard disk image of the target system that 

will later be mounted into the containerized Simics setup at container runtime. 

 

 

 

ROS Workload 
ROS, which has been used widely in the Robot engineering community has been found to be a natural 

fit for the recent huge push towards realizing fully autonomous vehicles. ROS comes with a 

communications framework, drivers for standard devices and Algorithms and tools for the kind of 

perception and motion planning required for Robots and by extension Autonomous Vehicles. The 

ROS framework at its simplest consists of nodes that can “publish” or “subscribe” to data topics. This 

is illustrated in Figure 18 below.  
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ROS 
Master

Node A
Talker

Node B
Listener

Registration Registration

/chatter
Message data Subscribe

 
Figure 18:  ROS Application. Talker and Listener nodes registered to Master Node.  

 

 

The setup we will be installing to run on Simics is based on the official Docker Hub ROS tutorial (Open 

Source Robotics Foundation) on running a Service based on the configuration shown in Figure 18. 

ROS Node A registers with a Master Node and publishes on a topic “/chatter”. Node B, the listener 

registers with the Master Node and subscribes to receive data from the /chatter topic. This setup will 

be encapsulated in a container with the goal of running it on a Simics Intel target itself running in a 

containerized Simics environment. 

 

 
 

 

Docker Engine on Simics Intel Target  
Before we setup our workload on a fully containerized Simics installation, we will focus on running a 

container application on the Simics target running on an installation of Simics running directly on a 

host. This setup of running the containerized setup of the previous section on a Simics Intel target is 

shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19:  Running containerized application on a Simics target. 

 

 Here we start with a Simics hard disk image already prepared with Ubuntu 16.04 preinstalled on the 

Simulated Intel hardware target (Intel Core i7 processor).  The image used here also has networking 

enabled so the Simics Intel target can access the web. From here, it is simply a matter of following the 

official installation instructions for the Docker Engine, (Docker, n.d.) to get the Docker Engine installed 

on the Simics target.  Once Docker is installed on the target system, the exact same process of 

building a Simics image can be used to build a ROS workload image by creating a Dockerfile that steps 

through the ROS containerization process. Here we simply follow the instructions laid out on the 

official DockerHub ROS repository (Open Source Robotics Foundation).  

 

 

 

Giving the Simics target what it needs. 
Depending on the complexity of the Simics target Model, any number of required binaries need to be 

made available to Simics target IPs that need them. Whether the intent is to run system software 

(software that is close to the board or accesses registers, UEFI, firmware, etc) or to run workloads at 

the operating system level, getting this system software and workloads on to the Simics Docker image 

should not be a challenge. 

For instance, for a BIOS or firmware developer, all one has to do is provide the BIOS binary and point 

a Simics variable to it in the Script that is targeted to be run by the Simics Container. 

Within a Simics script such as the one we used earlier “run-simics-target.simics” this is as straight 

forward as having a line such as: 

 

   
11 $bios ="<UEFI-BINARY>.bin" 

12 
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13 $disk_image="ubuntu-16.04-uefi-ROS-docker-hd.craff" 

 

Any firmware for any other IP would be loaded to the Simics target in this manner. For engineers 

working higher up in the software stack and running workloads on the Simics target operating system, 

running this workload on Simics would depend on whether they want to run it as a Docker image 

within the Simics target or just directly installed and run on the Simics targets operating system. Either 

way, it’s a simple matter of running the Simics container and using any number of well documented 

ways of moving data to and from a Simics target on to the host it is running on. Simics permits the use 

of CDROM, USB or a special utility called Simics agent to move data in and out of a Simics target.  So if 

the intent is to move an executable or a Docker image onto the Simics target, the process is the same. 

When using Docker at both the host level and within the Simics target operating system, one could 

also use mounted volumes in much the same way as was illustrated earlier using the Docker “--

volume” flag, used when instantiating and running the container. Any output or results of a container 

run will then persist on the host after the container ends its life cycle and exits. 

 

 

If working in a cloud environment, e.g. providing cloud access to internal or external customers, this 

could be as straightforward as giving customers accounts so they can issue commands such at a Linux 

terminal such as:  

 

 

  
$ scp <BINARY or WORKLOAD> user1@simics-container-server/home/user1/images 

 

$ docker run –v /home/user1:/home/simics Simics_targetx:v5 simics my_script.simics  

 

 

In the snippet of code above, the user “user1” copies her collateral, <BINARY or WORKLOAD> into her 

workspace on the server and launches a Simics container, “Simics_targetx:v5”, that runs the Simics 

executable which takes a file “my_script.simics”. This file would have a Simics variable that points to 

the binary or workload the user had uploaded which would then be run on the Simics target specified 

in “my_script.simics”.   

 

 

Getting ROS Container Nodes on Simics Intel Target  
Once we have moved the images onto the Simics target system with the Docker Engine preinstalled 

and running, we can check the contents of the Docker repository on the Simics target with the 

command  

 
$ docker image ls 

 

This should return empty as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20:  Loading pre-built ROS application images onto a Simics target and viewing the Docker image repository. 

 

 

We can then proceed to load each of these images (talker, master, listener), saved as tar files in our 

case, into the targets Docker repository with the command  

 
$ docker load –input talker.tar  

 

Examining the full list of images in the targets Docker image repository now shows a loaded 

“rostutorial_talker” image, see Figure 20. 

 

Figure 21 below shows the final outcome of having loaded all three ROS images onto the targets 

Docker repository. 
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Figure 21:  Viewing all the images for ROS application loaded to local Docker repository. 

 

Automating build and run process of complex ROS Application  
There are of course a few ways we can get the ROS containers onto the Simics Intel target one of 

which would be to build each container for the Master, Talker and Listener nodes on the host, move 

these three Docker images onto the Simics target and spin each of them up in turn until we have an 

application running with the Talker publishing and the Listener subscribing and both registered to the 

master node. This is the approach followed in the previous subsection. 

 We do however, have the option of automating this whole process of ROS container application bring 

up. This can be achieved using Docker Compose* (Docker Inc). Docker Compose is a tool for running 

complex multi-container Docker applications such as the one we have here. The tutorial on the official 

ROS Docker hub repository page outlines this process. The same Dockerfile is used to build a multi-

container ROS application as illustrated in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22:  Using a Docker-compose to automate building and running of multiple container ROS application. 

 

 This is done by first creating a “docker-compose.yml” file that has entries for building three images 

from the previously created ROS Dockerfile which is placed in the same folder as the “docker-

compose.yml” file. Each entry in the “docker-compose.yml” file, reproduced below from the official 

site (Open Source Robotics Foundation), outlines steps to build, tag and run the images created for 

Master, Talker and Listener nodes and all three containers are built using the template of the same 

Dockerfile.  

 
version: '2' 

services: 

  master: 

    build: . 

    container_name: master 

    command: 

      - roscore 

 

  talker: 

    build: . 

    container_name: talker 

    environment: 

      - "ROS_HOSTNAME=talker" 

      - "ROS_MASTER_URI=http://master:11311" 

    command: rosrun roscpp_tutorials talker 

 

  listener: 

    build: . 

    container_name: listener 

    environment: 

      - "ROS_HOSTNAME=listener" 

      - "ROS_MASTER_URI=http://master:11311" 

    command: rosrun roscpp_tutorials listener 

 

 

 

With the Simics target up and running as in the previous section, we navigate to the folder containing 

both the Dockerfile and the docker-compose.yml files. 
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Once there, we simply run the command  

 
$ docker-compose up 

 

Which will initiate the building of the images one after the other as shown in Figure 23 below. 

 

Figure 23:  Running docker-compse command to build images. 

 

Once docker-compose has successfully built the three images, it spins up their respective containers 

with the command  

 
$ docker-compose  

 

 

 

Figure 24 below shows the successful build and tag process of the last “listener” image followed by 

the subsequent container bring ups for Master, Talker and Listener ROS container applications. 
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Figure 24:  Talker, Listener and Master ROS node Docker images built. 

Figure 25 shows the next stages where the Talker and Listener attempt to contact the Master. This 

may initially fail the first few attempts. 

 

Figure 25:  Docker compose attempting to run containers and have nodes find and  

communicate with each other. 

 

However, once the connection to master is established, the Talker can now publish to the “/chatter” 

topic and the Listener read off these published messages from the “/chatter” topic thus realizing the 

full setup of ROS container application running on Simics Intel target. The Simics target console 
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reflects this alternating between output from the Talker and Listener as illustrated below in Figure 26 

and Figure 27 respectively. 

 
Figure 26:  The talker publishing “hello world” to a topic. 

 

 
Figure 27:  The listner reading from topic published to by talker. Responding with 

 “I heard: hello world”. 

 

 

This illustrates a full containerized ROS* application running a Simics Intel target.  

Control-C, Figure 28, stops the application shutting down all three containers before returning the 

targets Ubuntu prompt.  
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Figure 28:  Graceful shut down once ROS application terminated. 

 

When we are satisfied with the ROS* application runs as expected, we can shut down the target 

simulation by issuing the  

 
 $ sudo shutdown –h now 

 

Once the Ubuntu Simics target has shutdown completely, we pause the simulation and save the 

Simics target hard drive as a CRAFF file. This can now be used by any similar Simics Intel target to 

boot up the exact same Ubuntu* setup with Docker Engine* already installed and containing the 

images for a prebuilt ROS workload. Of course there is no need to always pre-build the workload 

Docker images and they can easily be moved onto the Simics target if a different Docker image 

workload is desired. One thing that’s for sure now is that if this image is made available to any 

engineer wanting to work with ROS applications running on a Simics target and wanting use this as a 

base platform to build other setups, they will not have to go through the trouble of working through 

the entire setup. They would just download the container setup and relevant images and run it like it 

was a complete self-contained application. 

 

 

 

Containerized Simics Intel Target running Containerized ROS workload.  
At this point, we now have all the pieces required to run the entire setup of Figure 15. We have 

containerized Simics, we have installed Docker on a Simics target and this setup is saved in a Simics 

target Ubuntu hard disk image which itself contains a prebuilt ROS container application. 

 

Before this entire setup is run, we need to address two more items. Setting up Simics 

VMP(Virtualization) so the Simics Intel target takes advantage of the underlying host Intel Architecture 
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to speed up the simulation and getting our Simics container to run a GUI so we can view the Simics 

target console when we run and actually see our ROS application Talker and Lister running. 

 

Enabling Simics VMP 
Simics VMP makes use of Intel Virtualization technology (VT-x) and to enable it for Simics requires 

that a Linux module called VMXMON (provides kernel-level access to host VT-x) is installed on the 

Inte* host. To enable containerized Simics application to access VT-x, Docker must be given access to 

the VMP kernel module installed on the host. This is done by using the Docker device flags “ -- device” 

when issuing the docker command in the host terminal to run a container. This is shown in the 

command snippet below 

 

 
$docker run  -it --device /dev/nmihook:/dev/nmihook:rw \ 

                -device /dev/vmx:/dev/vmx:rw simics_gui_v3:latest  

 

Whether or not VMP was successfully setup or not can be checked by running the command  

 
simics> enable-vmp 

 

at the Simics console once the Simics container is spun up and a Simics Intel target loaded and ready 

to run  but with the simulation paused. 

 

 

Enabling GUI Application for container run. 
To be able to see the Simics Target Consoles that are launched from the container, we temporarily 

give access to the hosts X server by first running the command  

 

 

 
$ xhost + 

 

to expose the hosts X-server to Docker so the Simics consoles can be rendered via X11 Unix* Sockets. 

 

 

This is then followed by passing the display environment variable “DISPLAY” to the container and 

mounting the “/tmp/.X11-unix” host directory onto the containers “/tmp/.X11-unix” directory using 

the “-- volume” flag 

 

 $ docker run --privileged –it\ 
         --device /dev/nmihook:/dev/nmihook:rw \ 

             --device /dev/vmx:/dev/vmx:rw \ 

             --env="DISPLAY"  \ 

             --volume="/tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix:rw" \ 

                                  simics_gui_v3:latest 

 

If this is setup correctly, running the previous command should start Simics in its original “Simics-gui” 

mode (Simics now runs with an Eclipse* front end) and this gives us immediate visual access to the 

Simics target console once a Simics target script is launched.  
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Of course this is the most expedient but not the safest way to give access to the hosts Xserver and 

there are better methods we can use to harden this. For now, it suffices to get through the 

demonstration. 

 

 

Using the Simics hard disk image 
The next item we need to take care of is giving our launched Simics Container application access to 

the CRAFF file we saved earlier preloaded with the ROS container application. 

This is achieved by simply loading the directory this image is saved in on the host and exposing this 

directory to a location in the launched Simics container where the Simics script using to launch the 

Simics Intel target expects to find it. As discussed earlier, if all we need from a Simics checkpoint is the 

check-pointed hard drive (CRAFF file), we can pull it out of the check-pointed target, put it in a folder 

on the host and mount this to the container folder we want our containerized Simics scripts to look in 

for all the required images. This is illustrated below in Figure 29 

 

 

Figure 29:  Mounting a host image folder to a container image folder for collateral needed by Simics target. 

 

This way we don’t need to create a whole Simics project on the host and mount it on the container. 

The container already has a Simics project with a Simics executable already built in. We just need to 

provide it with images that are needed for the Simics target it is going to be running. 

 

We do this by mounting a volume that contains a directory, “images”, on our host that contains the 

CRAFF image, to the container directory “/home/Simics/simics_ws/images” as shown in the code 

snippet below. 
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$ docker run  –it\ 
         --device /dev/nmihook:/dev/nmihook:rw \ 

             --device /dev/vmx:/dev/vmx:rw \ 

             --env="DISPLAY"  \ 

             --volume="/tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix:rw" \ 

             --volume=$(pwd)/images:/home/simics/simics_ws/images \ 

                                  simics_gui_v3:latest 

 

 

The hosts “images” directory that is exposed to the container will hold any other collateral required to 

run the Simics Intel target. Such collateral includes, target firmware images, BIOS image, the hard disk 

CRAFF image and any other binaries that the Simics script used to launch the Simics Intel target will 

need. Running this command will launch Simics. 

 

 

Run the ROS container workload 
Once the Simics container has been instantiated and run, all that needs to be done now is to launch 

the Simics script which was preloaded at the build stage (a different Simics script included say in the 

loaded “images” directory can also be supplied). The launched Simics Intel target, Intel® Core™ i7 

Processor Skylake Server is illustrated below in Screen shot Figure 30 with the target loaded and the 

simulation paused 

 

 

 
Figure 30:  Simics running in GUI mode from a container. 
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We can go ahead and run the Simics target by pressing play on the Simics control panel.  

We see the target going through the boot process and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS being loaded as shown by 

the screen shot in Figure 31  

 

 

 
Figure 31:  Simics Intel target going through Ubuntu boot up process. 

 

This process should of course culminate in a login prompt. Logging in we should find ourselves at the 

Ubuntu prompt, Figure 32.  

 

 
Figure 32:  User login and prompt of fully booted Ubuntu 16.04 LTS running on Simics Intel 

target on containerized Simics install.  
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Figure 33:  Running docker-compose on full setup. 

 

As before we navigate to the directory we had our Dockerfile and docker-compose.yml files and run 

the “docker-compose up” command shown in Figure 33. Once the three containers for Listener, 

Master and talker have been spun up and registered to the master, we see the same “hello world” 

message posted by the Talker with the Listener responding with “I heard: (hello world)” 

 

In a separate window on the host, we can also run the command 

 
$ docker container ls  

 

To view all the containers running. The output shown in Figure 34 below shows a container with  

  

Figure 34:  View container ID. 

 

Container ID, ec61f30693f3. This is the exact same ID seen on the Simics target terminal which shows 

the host Simics detects its running on, top right hand corner, Figure 35, of the Simics target console.  

 

 

Figure 35: What containerized Simics sees as the host it is running on. 

 

 

We now have a fully running setup of a ROS containerized application, running on Docker Engine 

installed on a Simics Intel target, that itself is running in an instance of a containerized Simics 

Installation that runs on a Docker Engine installed on a host. That host could be any operating system 

running on Intel Architecture to take advantage of Intel® Virtualization Technology for Intel® 

Architecture (Intel® VT-x). 

 

We can now shut down and make sure to remove access to the hosts Xserver if we are done with the 

container by running  
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$ xhost - 

 

On the host terminal. 

 

 

Taking a different path 
So we have demonstrated that we can run a Simics container with a relatively sophisticated workload 

also running as a container on the Simics target. But how does this change the Simics workflow we 

addressed earlier? How does this new added layer of complexity affect the way Simics user’s setup 

and work with Simics targets. Let us look at each stage of the Simics workflow when following a 

Container approach. 

 

Simics Container workflow phase I: Installation 
The installation phase of the Simics Workflow is altered as shown in the workflow in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: Simics containerized workflow phase I: Installation. 

  

Figure 36 shows how our Simics container workflow phase I installation would look with a 

containerized workflow. The primary change here is that the first step is always to do a search to find 

out if a specific image exits or not. If the image that the engineer is looking for can be found on the 

group or accessible organization level repositories, then the most benefit of this setup would be the 

path in the workflow depicted by the “Download ready to run” path. The ability to run a search on 

available images and just straight download and run would save on time and effort required to get 

installation packages on one’s machine and stepping through the install process. This setup also 

lends itself to accumulating returns as the Simics community users can also contribute images to this 

global repository if they create images they couldn’t find in the initial search. This means as this 
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repository grows the likelihood of more engineers being able to work through the ideal short path of 

download and run when it comes to setting up Simics base images. 

 

Simics Container workflow phase II: Simics Target Setup 
Figure 37 below shows the Simics container target setup phase. This is the least altered phase and 

remains mostly unchanged and involves about same amount of upfront work required of level 0-4 

Simics users.. The engineer still has to create or get the OS image and all the other firmware or UEFI 

binaries that would be required by the target system to run. The only change is we now have to 

mount a host drive containing all these images so the container can see the mounted directory in its 

MNT namespace. 

 

  

Figure 37:   Simics containerized workflow phase II: Target setup.  
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Simics Container workflow phase III: Workload setup 
It is in phase III of the Simics container workflow, 

 

Figure 38, the workload setup phase, that the biggest gains are seen for level-3 Simics users in the 

path depicted in green as the “Download and run” path. Here, we see that if a Docker image already 

exists for our target workload, running takes simply the amount of time it takes to download and 

move it onto the target. At the worst, if the image doesn’t exist the engineer would choose to either 

create a Dockerfile for it and build it or if not wanting to follow a container approach, or if the 

workload is a simple one consisting only of a binary or executable that can be run as is. However if the 

setup is complex the Dockerfile creation approach may take as much time and effort as the direct-

install-on host-approach. This similarity in effort does not reflect an import difference though; this is 

the fact that in opting to follow the Dockerfile creation approach, an engineer is, as a side benefit, 

inadvertently going through a documentation process for the entire setup and producing a file that 

anyone else would later be able to build an image from. This is a huge time save and a means of 

sharing knowledge that is not found in the previous workflow.       
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Figure 38:  Simics containerized workflow phase III: Workload setup. 

 

 

Simics Container workflow phase IV: Run, Test, Debug 
In the run, test, debug phase, Figure 39, the biggest benefits are seen by the level-3 Simics user who 

routinely uses Simics targets to run user level applications on a Simics target.  

The run, test and debug cycle remains as is but the real savings come when other engineers need to 

replicate a given setup to debug. In a containerized Simics workflow. Figure 39 shows three possible 

paths to the replication of a setup that an engineer could follow. The biggest save in setup time is the 

path 1. This is the path a user would take in the workflow if the whole setup already had containerized 

workloads. Replicating the setup would involve just downloading and running the relevant workload 

container images.  As in the previous setup phase, in the absence of a workload container image, 

paths 2 or 3 would be the means of replicating this setup. Path 2 which essentially reflects the steps 

that would be taken in path 3, non-container method, but again has the added bonus that this would 

only have to be done once by one engineer and anyone else would then use the same  image or just 

reuse the same Dockerfile to  build their own image from. For complex setups depicted by path 3, 

replicating a setup can take as much time as a week to get right. Having an engineer just point anyone 

to the image to download and run reclaims this time and effort expended in reproducing setups and 

comes with substantial savings over the long run.  
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Figure 39:  Simics containerized workflow phase IV: Run, Test, Debug and/or replicate. 

 

 

 

But there’s no free Lunch, right? 
One question that arises immediately is what is it costing me to run this setup in a container? What am 

I losing or paying for by adding another layer of complexity between my application and the host. We 

address these questions in the following sections. 

 

 

What is that container costing me? 
A container runs by directly using the hosts’ kernel resources but in a different namespace which 

doesn’t collide with the hosts or that of other containers running on the same host. This means that, 

unlike a Virtual Machine (VM), a container doesn’t need to take up resources required to host a whole 

other operating system as is the case with Virtual Machines. Much work has been done in terms of 

measuring and quantifying the overhead introduced by running a container. This is usually split into 

workloads that stress the CPU, memory, I/O and network. Results will vary based on the mechanism 

by which a Docker container processes I/O and network for instance compared to the host. There are 

various tools such as “docker stats” and cAdvisor (Google Inc, n.d.) One can use to measure the 

performance of a running container. The consistent finding has been that across the board the 

overhead of running workloads even as complex as Deep learning tools (Pengfei Xu, 2017) falls 

mostly in the negligible range. For the few cases performance difference grows it is usually a 

difference of well under 5% for CPU and memory intensive workloads. However, if care is not taken in 

properly setting Docker containers up for I/O intensive workloads, just like VM’s, I/O performance 

difference between running on host and in container can degrade anywhere between 10-30% and 

more. Of course there is also the cost of ramping your engineers up to get used to working with a 

container based approach but the use of containers is spreading quickly and broadly enough there 

will be more than ample resources to mitigate the moderately shallow learning curve encountered in 

learning to use containers. 
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Performance of ROS Workload on Containerized Simics Intel Target    
As mentioned previously a lot of work has already been done to establish the performance of running 

workloads in a container versus directly on a host or a VM. Without going through an exhaustive array 

of testing various containerized workloads running in a Simics container, we can use these results as a 

guide to predicting how well our own setup would do.  

Simics has its own tool called System Performance meter or “SystemPerf” to measure how well it is 

doing in terms of time taken to run a workload in virtual time versus time elapsed on the host. 

Running SystemPerf while our entire setup is running seems to indicate that there is a negligible 

performance hit as the measure of slowdown. As can be seen in the Simics Command Line Interface 

(CLI) in Figure 40, virtual vs real time hovers very closely to 1.0 which is expected with VMP enabled so 

our containerized Simics setup is running pretty close to native speeds. Clearly from the highlighted 

“Slowdown” column of the Figure 40 screen shot, our containerized ROS application workload 

essentially not straying much from running at native speed.  

 

Figure 40:  Simics performance meter indicating slowdown.  

 

Interestingly enough, cAdvisor (Google Inc, n.d.) can be used to monitor running containers resource 

statistics and can be downloaded as a container itself. Setting it up is simply a matter of downloading 

and running the container and firing up a web browser to point to the port on which it is outputting 

metrics. Just like our running of a full Simics container setup complete with running target was 

reduced to an application one could launch with a command issued at a terminal, we can also just pull 

the cAdvisor docker image and run it with the command  

 
sudo docker run \ 

  --volume=/:/rootfs:ro \ 
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  --volume=/var/run:/var/run:ro \ 

  --volume=/sys:/sys:ro \ 

  --volume=/var/lib/docker/:/var/lib/docker:ro \ 

  --volume=/dev/disk/:/dev/disk:ro \ 

  --publish=8080:8080 \ 

  --detach=true \ 

  --name=cadvisor \ 

  google/cadvisor:latest 

 

 

Thereafter, all we need to do is a launch the browser and point it to port 8080 on local host by 

viewing “localhost:8080”. 

 

 A sample profile of CPU usage output by running a cAdvisor container on the same host as our Simics 

container setup is shown below in Figure 41. The ROS application Simics container simulation is run for 

a short time before being paused and shows up as a spike in the activity of one of the containers on a 

host core before the core usage returns to previous flat line levels. The consistently low activity line in 

Figure 41  is the cAdvisor container running and updating its metrics reports on the containers running 

on the host. 

 

 

 
Figure 41:  cAdvisor metrics in browser. cAdvisor running from container collecting metrics on 

 Simics container resource utilization.  
 

 

 

Imagining a different World 
We have established that we can run a Containerized workload on a simulated Simics Intel target and 

to boot we can run this whole setup in a parent container that itself is running on our host and that 

the runtime performance overhead cost we pay in exchange for the added layer of complexity 

introduced by the Docker engine is barely noticeable for our ROS application workload. The question 

then is what are the broader implications of wide adoption of a Simics container workflow for the 

Simics user community?   Do the potential benefits to be reaped far outstrip the introduction of a little 
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more complexity in the form of a Docker Engine requirement? What would the Simics world look like 

if it fully allowed container workflows to permeate it’s workflows and by not being confined to cloud 

scenarios but being allowed to break out of it and freely move between desktop and cloud? 

 

 

 

Don’t reinvent the Wheel 
We established that by donning the cloak of containerization, a Simics application inherits the list of 

properties; Scalability, Platform Agnosticism, low resource utilization, reduced operating cost, 

immutability and portability.  This has immediate implications in enabling engineers to benefit from 

work already done by others. Simics has the ability to save an entire targets state as a snap shot called 

a CRAFF file but this does not include the Simics simulation environment itself with all the 

dependencies and add-on packages that had been setup to enable the Simics target to run in the first 

place. What this means is that replicating a Simics environment, whether a customers or a fellow 

engineer in the same group can take anywhere from a few minutes to several days depending on how 

complex the setup is. This time can be reclaimed and leveled so replicating and running a complex 

setup need not take orders of magnitude more time than a simpler application.  The only upfront 

investment in effort would be a onetime cost of stepping through the containerization process but 

once a Dockerfile that works exists, any engineer can either just request the resulting image and run 

containers from it, or request the Dockerfile herself with any supporting collateral and run the image 

compilation for herself to get the required image. The engineering effort that went into creating this 

setup is now not only well Documented in a Dockerfile, but will also save others considerable 

amounts of effort and time especially if their only desire is to run the setup and get results and not 

have to expend man-hours figuring out the nuances of a complex setup.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A traveler between worlds 
Another interesting outcome of containerization is that despite the fact that containers have been a 

technology that have taken the deployment of cloud applications by storm, they are absolutely not 

limited to the cloud environment. Any containerized Simics applications would there be able to run on 

a desktop and moved to a cloud deployment as is. Conversely, containerized Simics applications built 

for say a Simics target setup for Continuous Integration (CI) could potentially be shared with any 

engineer wishing to run these containers on her desktop as illustrated in Figure 42 below. 
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Figure 42:  Simics container runnable as is on isolated desktop as well as in cloud. 

 

 

Three would be no re-engineering effort required to make these Simics containers run on the desktop 

or run in the cloud. All they would both need is a preinstalled Docker Engine. The process of sharing 

containers could further be enabled and lubricated within a Company by building out the appropriate 

infrastructure a company would need to ease sharing of Simics Docker images alongside other images 

that would be required to run a Simics Intel target.  
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Figure 43:  Building structure around the core container properties. 

 

 

In terms of our example of a ROS application running on a Simics target, since the Simics Image and 

RO* workload images are built, no one else has to go through the process we went through from 

scratch for this particular setup. We can just share the built images and the only effort required by 

another engineer is to get those images on her laptop or desktop.  Both images could be uploaded to 

a repository and made available companywide, publically or just to a specific organization within the 

firm. The outer ring of Figure 43 puts both cloud and desktop on the same level or footing and 

together with infrastructure built around facilitating the ease of creation and sharing of Simics 

container images would result in an environment where containers are free to move easily, between 

groups, between individuals and back and forth between cloud and desktop runs. 

 

 

 

On the shoulders of Giants 
An interesting outcome of building out infrastructure to facilitate the easy sharing of Simics container 

images could potentially result in the creation of a Simics community in which any one individual can 

now benefit from the expertise of other specialists in the community by way of having access to both 

images that require time and expertise to setup, but would also come with self-documentation in the 

form of the Dockerfiles used to create the images. Any engineer that need to know how the setup was 

created and compiled as a Docker image can now just read through the Dockerfile. If it is desired to 
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give access to customers, whether within an organization or external partners of the company, it is 

conceivable that containerized Simics applications could be shared either in a public cloud or a 

private cloud depending on access restrictions required for various IP’s.  Within a company, the ability 

for any engineer to contribute her Docker image to a shared pool, Figure 44, could also open the door 

to enabling the development of more complex applications that could be built from various Simics 

Containers and other containerized applications by making use of modules that required expertise 

that may not be widely available but whose benefits are now able to be shared more broadly and 

easily, allowing many more engineers to build on the work of others. 
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Figure 44:  Knock on benefits of containerized Simics to wider community of users.  

 

This ability to package and modularize functionality could also potentially open up new verticals that 

Simics may not traditionally have been used. For instance, in the Autonomous Vehicle (AV) industry it 

has been recognized that the algorithms for driving policy that make decisions based on the sensor 

input they get about their environment, radar, camera, object detection algorithms etc., benefit 

substantially from running in a simulated world and accumulating more millions of miles of driving 

experience that would be hard to match driving on actual roads.  

 

The driving policy algorithms could potentially be run on a containerized Simics target giving it access 

to otherwise unavailable hardware. This Simics target would then be able to simulate the functional 

behavior of the hardware and software running on an AV and would potentially be coupled to another 

sophisticated and complex hardware such as the CARLA* simulator (CARLA documentation) which 

itself could potentially be containerized. Of course the details of the nature of this coupling between 

Simics and Carla containers would have to be fleshed out but once these container building blocks 

are setup, we would now have the basics of building blocks for an AV simulator that is easily 
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reproduced by anyone with whom these container modules are shared with. A configuration that 

drives a simulated car running simulated hardware in a simulated world.  

 

 

Creating a local Simics Docker image repository 
Interestingly enough, Docker already comes with a fully implemented publically available Docker 

registry called Dockerhub* (Docker In). Dockerhub is a cloud-based publically open registry that lets 

users share and look for pre-built images. Major companies and organizations such as Microsoft, 

Ubuntu, Redis* (Redislabs, n.d.) and more, all provide officially released container images of their 

products which any user can download to a local machine and use them as is or build and install more 

layers on top of them as we did for our Ubuntu 16.04 LTS base image in our example Dockerfile. 

 

Once we have a few images, sharing them by way of a Docker registry would ease adoption and save 

time for others. The Docker/Container community supports image repositories through a registry 

(Docker Inc). This enables the users to create a local repository or upload to a Docker’s public 

repository. In our case this might look something like: 

 

 
$ docker run -d -p 5000:5000 --restart=always --name registry registry:simics 

 

 

This starts a Registry container and once this is running one could then add or “push” a Simics 

container to this registry for anyone else to pull from. If user is logged onto this host this 

would look like  

 
$ docker push Simics_targetx:v5 

 

To add a Simics Docker image to this local registry, and to “pull” the same image simply use 

the Docker command: 

 
$ docker pull Simics_targetx:v5 

 

Figure 45:  Full implementation of Companywide Docker based Simics deployment. 
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Figure 45 above illustrates how a companywide Simics Docker workflow might look. Once a Simics 

environment, aka base package plus target system, is containerized, a whole simulation environment 

becomes available to anyone to run, as is, as long as they have a container engine such as Docker 

Engine or Rocket* etc. installed on their physical X86 host. The containerized Simics “application” 

effectively comes packaged with the full simulation environment that the engineer needs, eliminating 

the time needed to set up or replicate on various host systems. Container technology abstracts away 

the operating system. We anticipate hosting in an image registry (or repository) often-used Simics 

targets, particularly to make them available across a company or developer community. Any business 

group would be able to create its own Registry and choose whether or not to make this accessible to 

anyone else. The Simics team itself would have an “officially” supported Registry with Simics 

containers for the most requested Simics targets and anyone in the Organization would be able to 

search the available registries for specific Simics Docker images.  

 

Crumbling Walls 
The full picture of benefits and consequences of adopting a Simics container workflow would then 

look as illustrated below in Figure 46.  

The benefits arising both within an organization (as in the public domain) from all the inner rings 

depicted here include ability to take advantage of infrastructure and tools that already come with 

Docker. The Docker Registry can be run by any engineer on any machine or cloud and access to it 

controlled. Users would have ready access not only to a well public Docker Hub with certified images 

from most of the main organizations, but build an organizational mirror of this with a network of 

Registries contributed and made available by different groups within the organization so everyone can 

take advantage of the output of any given groups expertise and knowledge. Use of containers that 

isn’t just limited to cloud deployments would essentially aid substantially in lowering not only the 

barrier to entry and use of complex simulation tool such as Simics but also help in breaking down 

walls between groups within an organization by permitting everyone else to benefit from tools and 

setups created by various groups companywide in a standardized and easily accessible manner. 

Anyone would now be able to run complex configurations setup by engineers with deep expertise 

packaged and shared as a Docker image. 
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Figure 46:  Full benefits of implementing organization wide infrastructure 

around containerized Simics technology. 

 

For simulation in the cloud, running Simics containers in various simulation scenarios opens up the 

door for providing cloud simulation services, setting up of continuous integration pipelines whose 

individual containerized Simics parts can equally be run in cloud as well as on a desktop without 

having to make any modifications. Containerization also permits telemetry data to be collected which 

would be used in this case to improve the underlying Intel architecture by allowing collection of 

performance and usage metrics for various workloads in a systematic manner from any containers 

running workloads of interest on simulated hardware.  

 

 

 

The myth of perfect security 
 

 

Who am I? 
Within a container, the defined user can have elevated permissions such as running as root. It has 

been the practice in the Docker community to build images as root users within the container itself.  

 

Going back to our Simics Docker container setup, we can view the list of container IDs currently 

running on our host system by listing the Docker container processes with the command “docker ps”, 

Figure 47 
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Figure 47:  Viewing all container IDs running on the host. 

 

Using the container ID for our already running containerized Simics setup, we can attach another 

terminal to it by passing this container ID to the Docker command on a host terminal  

 

# docker exec - it ec61 bash 

 

 

Figure 48:  Attaching to an already running container. 

 

This puts us at a terminal connected to the already running container shown in Figure 48. 

Checking userid (uid) within this container returns uid=0 or root as seen in Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49:  Viewing user on Simics container. 

 

 

 

Going back to a host terminal and using the “htop” utility to find this container process ID (PID) 

number on the host, Figure 50, we get a “root” user but instead of a PID of 0 which would be root user 

on the host, we see a PID of 5240 
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Figure 50:  Running htop utility on host. 

 

 

Granted, root user makes installation and management of packages within a container easy but we 

would definitely not want that on the host. Privilege escalation attacks can be avoided by configuring 

the container applications to run as unprivileged users. 

 

If the container user must run as root, it can be made to run as unprivileged on the host by remapping 

(Docker Inc) the IDs to a subordinate range on the host. This is currently done be done by editing two 

files on the host system; “/etc/subuid” and “/etc/subgid”.  

This files hold entries such as  

 
simics:250000:65536 

 

Which translates to the username “simics” having a uid of 250000 and the entire range up to 250000 

+ 65536 on the host and is therefore unprivileged.  However, within the container, this user would be 

privileged with uid 0 (root) so what is uid 25000 is mapped onto uid 0 (root) within the container.  

 

Secondly the following entry also needs to be made on the host in the file “/etc/docker/daemon.json” 

 
{ 

 "userns-remap": "simics" 

} 

 

After restarting Docker and launching a container, it won’t be possible for content the user within the 

container to make changes to any mounted host volumes unless explicitly permitted to. The official 

Docker documentation (Docker Inc, n.d.) includes more details and options for what can be done to 

prevent privilege escalation on the host. 

 

What can I see?  
As we demonstrated earlier, the container has its own view of what it thinks are the uid and gid (group 

id) of its user. A root user within a container doesn’t have any such privileges outside of the container 

when remapped to a host uid range that doesn’t have any meaning on the host itself. Namespaces 

(Docker Inc) is the means by which global resources of the kernel are made to appear unique and 

isolated. The Linux kernel manages several namespaces; Mount (MNT), Network, Inter Process 

Communication (IPC), Unix Time Sharing (UTS), User and Process ID (PID).  

 

We were used the MNT namespace earlier when we mounted a host directory containing collateral 

the containerized Simics setup needed at runtime such as the BIOS binary and the hard disk CRAFF 

image. Mounting the host directory by passing it to the “docker run” command flag, “--volume”, made 
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the directory visible in the containers MNT space. As far as the container was concerned, the mounted 

directory belonged to it and it alone. 

 

Same applies to the other namespaces. When we check what the container thinks is its hostname, by 

issuing the command “hostname” at the container terminal, we get the randomly generated container 

ID shown in Figure 51 below  

 

 

Figure 51:  Checking hostname command on simics Ubuntu target system. 

  

If we check the containers IP address with the command  

 
# docker inspect –f “{{  .NetworkSettings.IPAddress }}” ec61f  

 

What we see, Figure 52, is a different IP address from the hosts. 

 

 

Figure 52:  IP address of Simics container. 

 

If we now run the full Simics container ROS workload and look at the process list running on the 

container with  

 
# ps –aux 

 

What we see, Figure 53, is just a handful of processes associated with the ROS container workload on 

the Simics Intel target. Unlike a full Ubuntu operating system that usually has quite a few processes 

running, the container environment runs only what is necessary to run the targeted application 

making for efficient resource utilization.  
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Figure 53:  View processes running in Simics container with “ps -aux” command. 

 

 

What am I allowed to use? 
 

A container uses host resources. These include CPU, Networking, Memory, IO etc.  Control groups, 

cgroups (The Linux Kernel Archives, 2015), are the mechanism through which the assignment of host 

resources to any given container are determined and controlled. 

They permit the fine grained control how much of each host resource a container gets to use.  

Issuing the command  

 
$ Docker stats 

 

At the host terminal returns a table of resource usage, Figure 54, for the fully running Simics 

container ROS workload 

 

 
Figure 54:  View resource use on host with “docker stats” command. 

 

The resources container is allowed to use during runtime can be constrained through the use of 

various flags (Docker In, n.d.) such as “--cpus” to specify the fractional number of cpu’s to use, you can 

limit the total number of PIDs the container can have with the flag “--pids-limit” or use the “--device-

write-bps” to limit the write rate to a device.   

 

When launching our Simics container we could have limited the maximum memory it is allowed to use 

with , “--memory”  

 

$ docker run  –it\ 
         --device /dev/nmihook:/dev/nmihook:rw \ 

             --device /dev/vmx:/dev/vmx:rw \ 

             --env="DISPLAY"  \ 

             --volume="/tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix:rw" \ 

             --volume=$(pwd)/images:/home/simics/simics_ws/images \ 

             --memory=”200m”  simics_gui_v3:latest 

 

If launching container applications with a dockercompose.yml file as we did in our ROS container 

application, one can also set resource utilization limits for the application within the 

dockercompose.yml file such as: 
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version: '3' 

services: 

 simcis_gui_v4: 

 image: simics_gui_v4:latest 

 deploy: 

 resources: 

 limits: 

 cpus: '0.80' 

 memory: 200M 

 reservations: 

 cpus: '0.25' 

 memory: 20M 

 

 

 

 

What’s my security clearance profile?  
Docker has a default list of system calls that any container launched is permitted to make. Most 

processes that are run do not need most of these system calls and the number of permitted calls can 

be customized for Docker runs. Docker can run a container with a specific “seccomp” profile by 

passing this security profile to the “docker run” command with the flag “--security-opt”.  To be able to 

make use of this facility though, the host kernel must support seccomp. This can be checked by 

running the command  

 
$ grep CONFIG_SECCOMP= /boot/config-$(uname -r) 

CONFIG_SECCOMP=y 

 

For the host we ran our Simics Container which was Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, this command returns a “y” for 

“yes” and is therefore supported as illustrated in Figure 55  

 

 
Figure 55:  Checking support for seccomp. 

 

Incorporating this into our Simics container run command would then look as follows 

 

 

$ docker run  –it\ 
         --device /dev/nmihook:/dev/nmihook:rw \ 

             --device /dev/vmx:/dev/vmx:rw \ 

             --env="DISPLAY"  \ 

             --volume="/tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix:rw" \ 

             --volume=$(pwd)/images:/home/simics/simics_ws/images \ 

             --security-opt seccomp /path/on/host/to/seccomp/profile.json \ 

             --memory=”200m”  simics_gui_v3:latest 
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Where the file “profile.json” would contain a JSON formatted listing of all the system calls the 

container is allowed to access. 

 

 

 

How do I know if I am secure? 
The exploding usage of containers means there has seen a growing drive to address any security 

issues they open up. To not throw out the baby with the bath water and miss out on all the potential 

benefits the use of containers open up, it is essential to establish and follow some general guidelines 

of reducing any hosts exposed attack surface by hardening. The Center for Internet Security publishes 

detailed booklet on hardening systems and the CIS Docker Community Edition Benchmark (Center for 

Internet Security, 2017) would be a good reference check list for issues regarding container security. 

Expecting to get a yes or no answer to the question, “are containers secure” is to miss the point. 

Security is always a multifaceted approach especially if one expects to reap the benefits of a 

sophisticated tool that requires more security awareness. For instance, one major benefit that use of 

containers brings with it is the ability to share various container images. Within an organization it is 

less likely that purposefully malicious images would be shared but if containers from other sources 

outside the organization are to be used then use of signed images for instance would be a pre-

requisite to running any container. The mantra here should be, only run containers from trusted 

sources much like is already expected with pretty much all usage of applications other than 

containers.   

 

 

A visit to the Application Store 
What should already start to look or sound very familiar is the idea of download and run. Most of us 

already do this every day on our smart phones. Search, click to install and run. This is the all-pervasive 

model of the Application. Adopting a well implemented Simics container workflow and supporting 

infrastructure would essentially reduce the installation and setup of Simics Intel targets to a mirror of 

the download and run we all know and use with our mobile devices and their App stores.   
 Our vision then, is to containerize Simics for various target hardware platforms and make these 

accessible, a la an “Application Store”/” AppStore”. Users could search, retrieve, and install the desired 

image from the AppStore. In a cloud environment that supports Containers, be it a private on premise 

cloud or public cloud such as Google, Amazon etc., these containers could be launched with the caveat 

that the infrastructure chosen to run the container is an X86 platform. Further, for target hardware 

platforms that are still evolving, the design team may want to publish nightly their design tip as a 

containerized image or simply publish the Dockerfile that builds this image. The marrying of the two 

technologies, Simics virtual platform and Docker containers addresses and solves the problems of 

duplicated effort and requirement of environment reproduction, freeing up human resource to focus on 

more creative demanding problems. 

 

Other considerations  
Of course there are many considerations to investigate and iron out before this vision of an App Store 

like workflow can be implemented as a companywide means of working with the Simics virtual 

platform. Such considerations include addressing any Security concerns customers would have in 

uploading their IP to an offsite cloud location to run in Containerized Simics. Investigate and address 

any security issues of running VMP (takes advantage of Intel VT-x to speed up Simics Runs) in a 

Containerized image; Carry out an exhaustive investigation of the performance degradation from 

running Simics targets with workloads that stress different resources, CPU, IO and memory; Establish 
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very well written and easily accessible documentation so all opting to use this workflow have minimal 

issues adopting it, and of course to really get the most out of this setup a corresponding repository of 

Simics CRAFF images would need to be setup to substantially reduce the huge efforts and times 

expended creating or looking for useable CRAFF files.  Any Simics licensing concerns would work 

exactly as they do without containers with dealing with a node license or requirement to access a 

license server (which would require the container has internet access). 

 

                 

Summary 
Adopting a Container based approach to both the Simics standalone and cloud deployment stands to 

add considerable value not only in adding another modality of sharing and distributing Simics, but in 

that 1000’s of man hours collectively spent in setup and environment reproduction and 

troubleshooting could be reclaimed. The cloud implementation and offering to customers of Simics 

container environments would be a fungible resource easily orchestrated and controlled by an 

orchestrator such as Kubernetes* (Kubernetes, n.d.) which is inherently designed to scale up and 

down based on demand, firing up containers or tearing them down as needed and restarting any that 

fail prematurely. All these gains are there to be reaped for the small price of adding a thin layer of 

complexity by only requiring the installation of the Docker Engine on any given user machine and few 

basic lessons on Docker Container use.  

Future Work 
• Setting up a repository of Simics images for various hardware configurations, internal and 

external. 

• We may explore developing a Kata* Container version of Simics to provide greater workload 

isolation and security particularly for multi-tenant cloud deployments.  
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